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CONTENT:  
Geezer Butler, bassist of metal pioneers Black Sabbath, said once “To me, Sabbath was 
always just a really heavy blues band. That’s all we were. We just took those blues roots and 
made them heavier.” Whether you can agree to this statement or whether you would like to 
call it a blistering noise that will do your head in, this style of music hasn’t lost its fascination 
among its young or ‘older’ fans. This new title is devoted to the history of this loud 
phenomenon called Heavy Metal. 
 
From its origins in the Seventies with bands such as Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple and Black 
Sabbath to the heavy Eighties and new bands like Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Metallica or 
Guns N’Roses up to its alleged death and strengthened rebirth today, Metal has never been 
more vivid and more diverse as it is now. 
 
Rock & Metal is no classic journey through time and more than a traditional music history: it’s 
the new bible for your Heavy Metal attitude towards life. 
 
THE AUTHORS: 
Tom Küppers has been a Metal fan for more than 30 years now. He knows the business 
inside out and works as a freelance journalist for Metal Hammer and similar magazines. 
Frank Thissies studied journalism and cinematic sciences in Berlin and also works as a 
freelance journalist for music magazines such as Metal Hammer and Guitar. 
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